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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the early part of this century, Emmy Noether initiated the study of 
so-called invariant variational problems. These problems deal with the 
invariance properties of functionals of the form 
I,+‘[y(x)l = flQ, Y(X), r’(x)1 dx 
20 
under certain continuous groups of transformations of the variables x and y. 
The results of Emmy Noether were published in 1918 in the form of two 
theorems [l]. The first of these theorems states that if W is invariant under a 
p-parameter infinitesimal group of transformations, then p linearly independ- 
ent combinations of the variational derivatives are divergences. The second 
theorem requires a different group, the so-called infinite continuous group. 
It states that if W is invariant under an infinitesimal group of transformations 
depending linearly upon 7 arbitrary functions and their derivatives up to 
some order u, then there exists T identities between the variational derivatives 
and their derivatives up to order U. 
Physically, these theorems have far-reaching consequences. For example, 
if L is the Lagrangian of some physical system, then the invariance of W 
under a group of the type in the first theorem results in conservation laws 
for the system. E. Bessel-Hagen [2] in 1921 applied the first theorem in this 
way to obtain conservation laws for the N-body problem and for electro- 
dynamics by using the ten-parameter Galilean group and the fifteen-param- 
eter conformal group, respectively. In 1924, D. Hilbert [3] applied the 
second theorem to obtain equations in electrodynamics and general relativity 
by requiring that the action integral be invariant with respect to arbitrary 
transformations of the spatial variables. Since then, a rather large number 
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of papers have appeared relating Noether’s theorems to particular physical 
theories. 
Only recently, however, has an effort been made toward generalizations and 
extensions of these theorems. In 1967, A. Trautman [4] presented a derivation 
of the first Noether theorem in the language of modern differential geometry 
(vector bundles, jets, etc.) and, in much the same manner, J. Komorowski 
[5,6] in 1969 gave a modern version of both theorems. H. Rund [7], D. G. B. 
Edelen [8], and V. R. Tihomirov [9] have attempted to enlarge the range of 
application of the theorems by considering functionals defined on geometric 
objects. In still another direction, N. Kuharcuk [IO] in 1967, gave a generaliza- 
tion of the first Noether theorem by investigating the invariance properties 
of a functional defined on functions which take their values in a Banach space. 
In this paper, the Noether theorems are extended to include constraining 
relations on the variations. These relations take the form of linear differential 
operators and Fredholm-type integral operators acting on a set of funda- 
mental variations. Operators of these types readily admit the definition of 
adjoint operators, and this fact becomes essential in performing calculations 
analogous to the classical integration by parts used in obtaining usual varia- 
tional formulae, e.g., the Euler-Lagrange Equations. In addition, these con- 
straint conditions on the variations afford the investigation of variational 
problems in which all quantities which occur in the Lagrangian are allowed 
to vary independently. Physically, this means, for example, that the variation 
of the velocity need not be the derivative of the variation of position, as is 
classically assumed. Also, these constraints on the variations lead to a new 
variational principle from which generalized equations of motion and con- 
servation laws can be obtained. 
Geometrically, the setting for the investigations in this paper is a differ- 
entiable manifold. Although the results are of a local character, the setting 
of a manifold points out certain geometric features that are not clearly 
distinguished in Euclidean space (e.g., the tangent bundle), and this provides 
some insight into the nature of invariant variational problems. The summa- 
tion convention is used throughout, often without explicitly mentioning it. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL VARIATIONAL FORMULA 
In this section, we derive an expression representing the variation or dif- 
ferential of the Lagrangian. Such an expression will be fundamental to the 
formulation of variational and invariance principles. The expression given 
here will be a generalization of the classical expression in that the variations 
of the arguments of the Lagrangian will be constrained to satisfy certain 
characteristic relations which permit the derivation of generalized Euler- 
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Lagrange equations. No derivatives are initially assumed in the Lagrangian; 
they may be introduced through the constraints or after the basic formula 
for the differential has been obtained. 
Let M be an m-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C” and denote 
by T,M the tangent bundle of M. We assume that there is given a C” func- 
tion 
L:M+Rl 
defined on the manifold, and we let 
dL: T,M+Rl 
be the differential of L. On the tangent space T,,M at ua E M, the mapping 
dL : T,,M -+ R1 is a linear, real-valued function; if Us is a vector in TuoM, 
then we shall write 
dL(uo , U,) E RI. 
In terms of a local coordinate system (ul, G,..., ZP) at us , the mapping dL 
is given by 
dL(uo , Uo) = g (uo) u,i, (2.1) 
where the summation convention is assumed, and where UsI,..., Usm are 
the components of Us in the coordinate system (ul,..., Us). Inherent in (2.1) 
is the transformation condition on the Uoi; namely, if 
ui --+ zqu), i = 1, 2,..., m 
represents a change to a new coordinate system (G,..., P), then the new 
components of U, are given by 
0 h - a’h U I 
0 aui 0 3 
h = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
For an arbitrary point u in the local coordinate neighborhood at u. , we write 
(2.1) symbolically as 
dL(u, U) = g (u) - U, (2.2) 
where U E T,M. 
Now let er : [s,, , si] -+ M be a C” mapping of the real interval [s,, , sr] into 
the manifold (more precisely, into the local coordinate neighborhood at uo) 
given explicitly by’ 
u = v(s), s E [so , %I. 
In addition, let V : [so , sr] + T,b, M be a C” mapping given by 
u = V(s), s E [so 2 ~11, 
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where U E T,(,#I. Conceptually, D(S) re p resents a curve in the manifold and 
Y(s) represents a vector field along the curve. We will call V(s) the oariution 
of the curve V(S). 
We now define the differential of L along the curve V(S) in the direction V(s) 
by the mapping 
where 
dL 0 (v x V) : [s,, sl] -+ R1 
2) x v : [so , SJ -+ M x T,(,)M 
is defined by (V x V) (s) = (V(S), V(s)). A ccording to (2.2), this differential 
is given by 
W44, WI) = $ (W +(s). (2.3) 
Denoting aL/au (V(S)) by aL/av, equation (2.3) becomes 
dL(v(s), V(s)) = $ * V(s). (2.4) 
This differential is interpreted as the variation of the Lagrangian L at D(S) in 
the direction V(s). Since we eventually wish to consider Lagrangians L which 
depend upon n functions and their derivatives up to the N-th order, we will 
now index o(s) and V(s) as follows: 
44 = W(4> and W) = (~7cW>, 
where K = I,..., n; J = 0, l,..., N and m = n(N + 1). Therefore, equation 
(2.4) b ecomes 
WG), v(4) = 6 vk’(s) (2.5) 
with summation over J and k being understood. 
Before proceeding with the derivation of an expression for dL(v(s), V(s)), 
we make some remarks regarding the nature of the Lagrangian L and mani- 
fold M. Classically, the Lagrangian is usually taken to depend upon functions 
and their derivatives up to some given order. However, there are some prob- 
lems in precisely defining this dependence [l 1, 121. A. Trautman [4] and 
J. Komorowski [5,6] define the Lagrangian using the concept of a jet bundle, 
but this degree of sophistication can be avoided by noticing that derivatives 
in the Lagrangian play no role in the derivation of variational formulae; 
indeed, the constraining relations on the variations assume this role. Conse- 
quently, in the present analysis we postpone the introduction of derivatives 
into the Lagrangian and define the Lagrangian on a manifold large enough 
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in dimension to accommodate derivatives after the calculations are performed. 
We shall offer further comment on this point in Section 4. 
The fundamental step in obtaining a final form for dL(v(s), V(s)) is the 
integration by parts which isolates the variational derivatives. Classically, 
this parts integration depends explicitly on the fact that the local variation 
of a derivative is the derivative of the local variation, i.e., the variation and 
derivative commute. We now generalize this notion by assuming the varia- 
tions VaJ(s) of vkJ(s) can be written as differential operators acting on a set of 
functions 
17k : [so > %I -+ R1, k = 1) 2 )...) n. 
We call the Q thefundamental variations. More precisely, if ArJ : [s,, , sl] + R1, 
J = 0, l,..., N, r = 1, 2 )..., Q are real-valued functions, then we assume 
vkJ(s) = ArJ(s) Drvc(s), (2.6) 
where Dr = dr/dsr. Symbolically, we write (2.6) as 
V(s) = a+(s). 
Now, substituting (2.6) into (2.9, we have 
w44~ Qw)) = gJ ArJ(s) Drrl&). (2.7) 
Integrating by parts, we obtain 
d.&(s), @T(S)) = gr [Y& ArJ] 71&) 
(2.8) 
where gr = (- l)r Dr, and where summation over J, k, r are understood. 
If we denote the boundary term by 
B ($ , a, 7, D” ,..., D”-‘7) E 5 A$1 r);-‘-‘(s) 9’ [-&Ad] , (2.9 
A=1 A=0 
and if we denote the generalized variational derivatives by 
(2.10) 
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then (2.8) can be written as 
dL(v(s), Q+(s)) = t$ (a> ~(4 + DB (g , Q’, rl, Dw., DR-‘71) . (2.11) 
This is the fundamental formula for the variation of L at V(S) in the direction 
V(s). If desired, derivatives can be introduced by taking 
vlc”(s) = i@(s), 
where (J) denotes the J-th derivative, and where X, ,..., X, are functions on 
[s,, , s,]. In this case, we write the Lagrangian as 
L(W,..., x,(s); x!)(s) ,...) x(,1)(s);...; xyqs) ,...) x$ys)). 
Equation (2.11) d re uces to the classical case, where the variation of a derivative 
is the derivative of the variation, if 
(A+)) = (SkJ>, Q = N, 
that is, when (&“(s)) is taken to be the square identity matrix. 
3. A GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
In this section, we calculate the variation or differential of the action func- 
tional while at the same time showing that a Fredholm-type integral operator 
with continuous kernel can be added to the constraining relations (2.6). Let 
L : M-+ R1 and v : [s,, , sr] + M be as in Section 2, and define the functional 
W[v(s)] = s” (L 0 zl) (s) as. (3.1) 
so 
We define the variation or differential of W at v(s) in the direction V(s) by 
dW[v(s), V(s)] = /‘dL(u(s), V(s)) ds. 
so 
Using (2.5) this becomes 
VkJ ds. (34 
Now, if we assume that the conditions on the variations take the form 
(3.3) 
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or symbolically the form 
w = @v(s) + Xv(s), 
then (3.2) becomes 
dJw(s), Q% + x71 
The second integral may be rewritten so that (3.4) becomes 
dW+), Q$ + ~TI 
Therefore using (2.8), (2.9) and collecting terms, 
dW+), @ + =fd 
+ j;: DB (g , 4 7, Dv ,..., o”-17) ds. (3.5) 
If we denote the generalized variational derivative by 
then we can state a new variational principle in the following form: 
THEOREM 1. If dW[v(s), @ + XT] = 0 for all T&), k = I, 2 ,..., n, 
which are of class CR-l on [sO , sJ, then 
$w-) =o, R = 1, 2 )...) n. 
The proof of this theorem follows immediately from the Fundamental 
Lemma of the Calculus of Variations and the fact that B is linear in Q and its 
derivatives up to order Q - 1. 
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Equations (3.7) represent generalized equations of motion. The classical 
Euler-Lagrange equations, which are a special case of (3.7), follow from (3.7) 
by assuming 
v&) = x;‘(s), ww) = &% N = J-2, 
and 
KJ(s, t) = 0, J = 0, l,..., N. 
Also, we note that the presence of the Fredholm operator does not affect the 
boundary terms; it enters only into the generalized variational derivatives. 
Therefore, the presence of such operators, as we shall see, cannot affect 
conservation laws that are obtained from invariance assumptions. 
All of the calculations given in this paper hold true for the higher dimen- 
sional case, i.e., the case where the Lagrangian depends upon 7t functions 
defined on Rv and their partial derivatives up to some order N. The details 
are given in [12]. 
4. INVARIANCE WITH RESPECT TO A FINITE GROUP 
We now apply the results of the previous section in order to obtain relations 
among the variational derivatives and certain divergences. Let HP, : M -+ R1, 
p=l 
CL?,..., ‘...’ 
p; K = I,..., n be functions defined on the manifold and let cJ, 
~0 be independent (essential) parameters. Further, suppose that the 
fundamental variations rlk(s) are given by 
71&) = ~‘VL 0 4 (4, (4-l) 
i.e., they are determined by a finite continuous group. Now we give precise 
meaning to the statement that the functional W defined by (3.1) is invariant 
with respect to the variations given by (4.1). 
DEFINITION 1. W is divergence invariant with respect to 
if there exist functions G,, : M-+ RI, p = 1,2,..., p such that 
dJ+-P(s), ~~Wuk 0 4 + ~4Hu,t o 41 = i,’ co” $ (G, 0 v) ds (4.2) 
for all s,, and S, . If G,, = 0 for all p, then we say that W is absolutely invariant. 
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A generalized form of the first Noether theorem can now be stated and 
proved. Briefly, it gives identities satisfied by the variational derivatives 
under hypothesis that the functional W is invariant according to Definition 1. 
Of particular importance for the determination of conservation laws is the 
fact that these identities reduce to divergences under the assumption that the 
generalized equations of motion (3.7) hold true. First, let us denote 
9(H,; G,) = (G, 0 v) (s) - B (g, a, H, 0 v, D(Hu 0 v),..., D=(Hu 0 v)) 
(4.3) 
where B is given by (2.9). 
THEOREM 2. If W is divergence invariant with respect to the variations 
given by (4.1), then 
0 v) (4 = Dg<H,; G,,), f.L = l,..., p. (4.4) 
Proof. By hypothesis with (4.2) and (3.5), it follows that 
wu s 1: $ (a, X) (Huk o v) (s) ds = wu j;; $3?(H,; G,) ds. 
Since the parameters WI,..., ~0 are independent, and since the integration 
holds for all s,, , sr , relations (4.4) follow. 
COROLLARY. If W is divergence invariant with respect to the variations 
given by (4.1), and ;f SL/Sv, (a, T) = 0, h = 1,2 ,..., n, then 
g(H,; G,> = constant, p=l ,***, P- (4.5) 
Equations (4.5) will b e interpreted as conservation laws since they represent jirst 
integrals of the generalized equations of motion. 
At this point we comment again on the occurrence of derivatives in varia- 
tional and invariance problems in the calculus of variations. The present 
analysis shows that derivatives can enter variational problems in two inde- 
pendent ways, through the Lagrangian and through the constraint relations; 
if, in addition, invariance problems are considered, then derivatives can enter 
via two more independent routes-through the infinitesimal transformations 
and through the divergence invariance assumption. This is accomplished by 
taking 
z&s) = x;‘(s), 
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where J = 0, I,..., N; k = 1,2 ,..., it, and where xi(s) ,..., x%(s) are functions 
defined on [se , r s 1. Herein lies the advantage of defining the Lagrangian on 
a manifold large enough to accommodate derivatives, but initially assuming 
no derivatives; one can observe precisely the role and occurrence of deriva- 
tives. 
5. INVARIANCE WITH RESPECT TO AN INFINITE GROUP 
We now assume a different type of invariance, namely one in which the 
fundamental variations Q(S) depend upon arbitrary functions and their 
derivatives up to some given order. In particular, we assume that 
17kN =-%kwwl~ u = 1, 2 )..., 7, (5.1) 
where p’(s),..., p’( s are arbitrary, independent, real-valued functions defined ) 
on [s,, , sr], and where the J& are linear differential operators. For con- 
ciseness, we denote (5.1) symbolically by T(S) = X(p). 
DEFINITION 2. The functional W defined by (3.1) is invariant with 
respect to the variations (5.1) if 
dw[v(s>, ax(P) + .xWP)l = 0. (5.2) 
If $& denotes the adjoint of the operator ZUk , then we have the following 
generalization of the second Noether theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If W is invariant with respect to the variations given by (5.1), 
then 
Xk + [ k (a, x,] = 0, u = l,..., 7. 
Proof. By (5.2) and (3.5), 
+ 1”; B (z , cZ?, S(p), D&‘(p) ,..., D”-W’(p)) ds = 0. 
so 
Since this equation holds for arbitrary p-(s), in particular it holds for PO(S) 
which vanish at s, and s, along with its derivatives up to order Q - 1. Also, 
since the operators k?& are linear, and since it follows from (2.9) that B is 
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linear in Z(p), D%(p) ,..., DQ-1.ZQ), we have the second integral above 
vanishing. Therefore, 
f 
1: $ (~2, AC) Sek[p”] ds = 0. 
k 
Rewriting this equation in terms of the adjoint operators, 
(LZ, X)] *y(s) ds = 0. 
Again, by the independence of the p”( s , and by the Fundamental Lemma of ) 
the Calculus of Variations, the relations (5.3) follow. 
6. INVARIANCE OF MIXED TYPE 
In this section we shall indicate how variations of the types (4.1) and (5.1) 
can be considered simultaneously in invariant variational problems in order 
to obtain identities satisfied by the generalized variational derivatives. Classi- 
cally, this would mean that the group of transformations under which the 
action is invariant depends upon p parameters and upon T arbitrary functions 
and their derivatives up to some order. 
DEFINITION 3. The functional W is divergence invariant with respect to 
the variations defined by (4.1) and (5.1) if th ere exist functions G, : M+ Rr 
such that 






wu -$ (G, 0 w) (s) ds 
for all s,, , S, . Writing (6.1) out using (3.5), we obtain 
+ j:: $ B (g, a, 4% 0 4 + I,..., ~R-l~~“(& 0 4 +X(P)) ds 
=CIJ IJ 
s 
1: $ (G, 0 w) ds. 
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Again, using the linearity of B and the arbitrariness of the pa(s), we obtain 
Upon writing the second integral above in terms of the adjoint operators 
tik d an upon appealing to the independence of the parameters wl,..., WI, and 
the functions PI(S),..., p’(s), we conclude that 
s 1 g (CT!, X) (Hub 0 v) (s) ds = 1;; WH,; GJ ds, P = I,..., p, 
u = I,..., 7. 
Therefore, using the Fundamental Lemma of the Calculus of Variations and 
the arbitrariness of the region of integration, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If W is divergence invariant with respect to the variations 
given by (4.1) and (5. l), then the following T + p relations among the generalixed 
variational derivatives hold true: 
u = I,..., 7. 
7. AN EXAMPLE 
The general concepts presented above are not without example. In fact, 
the generalized variational principle given in Section 3 was motivated by a 
specific variational principle in hydromechanics given by S. Drobot and 
A. Rybarski [13] in 1959. They considered an action integral 
W = s W, P(X)> dx, 
where the Lagrangian did not depend upon derivatives, but derivatives were 
introduced via the so-called hydromechanical variations 
sp = & (pB(x) sxa - pa(x) 6x6), 
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where x = (xl,..., x4), p(x) = (p’(x) p4(~)), ,..., and IX, /3 = 1, 2, 3, 4. Such 
considerations led to the discovery of which mathematical facts cause the 
hydromechanical equations of motion to follow from a variational principle 
independently of the form of the Lagrangian, and which particular facts lead 
to the conservation laws. 
The general results given in this paper characterize the conditions on the 
variations under which equations of motion can be obtained. The form of 
the Lagrangian or its initial dependence upon derivatives does not play an 
essential role; however, a significant role is played by relations on the varia- 
tions. Further examples from electrodynamics are given in [12]. 
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